
Trillion Times 511 

Chapter 511: The Ownership of the Immortal Sutra 

 

One had to know that even they would not be able to obtain so much in a year, but lin mo had obtained 

it just like that. 

This made many people feel psychologically unbalanced. 

however, when lin mo announced the end of the second last auction item, the crowd perked up. 

“It’s finally here …” 

“after watching the show for four hours, the main course is finally here.” 

the people in the private room in front of them perked up one by one. next was one of the treasures 

they were most looking forward to. 

the last item is also today’s grand finale. 

Lin Mo chuckled. With a flash of light in his hand, the immortal Sutra fragment that countless people 

yearned for finally appeared. 

“Tell me the price.” Holy maiden Xia you’s voice rang out from the private room at the very front. 

She had been waiting for a long time and had brought enough spirit stones to auction off the immortal 

Sutra. 

” the same treasure has different values in different places … ” 

Lin Mo looked at the excited faces of the people below and recalled Bai Luo’s disdainful look. 

in the past, he had once taken out a remnant of an immortal sutra and wanted to sell it to bai luo. 

in the end, she was very disdainful and said that such scrolls could be found everywhere in her world … 

it was not a common item, but it was only equivalent to a rank 1 earth class treasure … 

Lin Mo could not help but mourn for the eastern continent. 

this thing could cause a sensation in the eastern continent, but it was worthless to bai luo … 

” the starting price of this item is one billion medium spiritual stones. each increment must be no less 

than ten million medium spiritual stones. ” 

Lin Mo dropped the auction hammer, but the crowd was a little quiet. 

many people wanted it, but they were not in a hurry. 

he didn’t know what they were thinking. 

Seeing this, Lin Mo was not in a hurry. He began to think about how he could escape. 



Although the immortal scroll was precious, the treasures he had with him were equally precious. 

it was a total of more than eight billion medium spiritual stones, and no one knew how many treasures 

he had on him. 

as long as he caught it, even if he didn’t get the immortal sutra, this trip wouldn’t be in vain. 

“one billion medium spiritual stones.” 

the silence lasted for a long time. in the end, it was still holy maiden xia you who made a bid, breaking 

the silence. 

“One billion and ten million.” 

With someone calling out a bid, the others naturally couldn’t help but follow suit. 

However, the outcome was out of Lin Mo’s expectations, as there were only a few people who 

participated in the bidding. 

in the end, even holy maiden xia you stopped bidding. 

“hehe, are you planning to snatch it …” 

Lin Mo was a little helpless because the price of the immortal Sutra had stopped at 1.3 billion. The last 

bidder was even a little hesitant. 

“No one else is willing to bid?” 

Lin Mo raised his head and realized that no one was willing to bid anymore. Everyone fell silent. 

“. hope you don’t regret it …” lin mo smiled faintly as the auction hammer fell for the last time. 

“Congratulations to this friend for successfully auctioning off the remnant scroll of the immortal Sutra,” 

lin mo announced the result of the auction and handed the incomplete immortal sutra to the man under 

the envious gaze of the crowd. 

with the spirit stones in hand, lin mo waited for the system’s notification. 

[ congratulations to the host for successfully auctioning the fragment of a rank 1 earth realm immortal 

sutra. ] 

[ hesitating buyer has been targeted by many people for purchasing the auction item. Mission received: 

host, please protect the buyer and maintain the auction house’s reputation. ] 

upon completion, you will receive the heavenly pill, a rank 9 Earth Class spiritual pill. 

There was no return. Instead, there was a mission for Lin Mo to protect the people who had successfully 

won the auction. 

Lin Mo felt a little helpless. It was not wise to protect her at this time. 

However, the system’s reward also tempted him. 



the heavenly pill contained a large amount of heaven and earth energy. normally, only demonic beasts 

could consume it. 

because there was too much energy in it, humans who consumed it would burst their dantian and die 

from an explosion. 

To the God Devourer body, this was an absolute treasure. As long as he could get it, he would definitely 

break through to level eight. 

“Forget it, I’ll try my best to complete it …” 

Lin Mo smiled helplessly. He called the person who had successfully auctioned the item and was about 

to leave with him. 

“Wait a minute, where is the Vice Palace Master planning to take them?” 

At that moment, someone appeared and blocked Lin Mo and the other man. 

it was the elder of the hidden ghost sect. he had been patient for so long and now he finally exploded 

and appeared impatiently. 

other than that, there were also many experts who appeared. they all blocked the path, their 

expressions unfriendly. 

“where to? naturally, it’s to send him out of the moon pavilion.” 

Lin Mo smiled faintly, then looked at the young man behind him, who was already scared out of his wits. 

This person was quite talented, at the 6th sky of Nirvana realm. To be able to sit in the private room, he 

should have some background. 

however, his current appearance made lin mo feel a little helpless. 

‘if you’re so scared, why are you auctioning it? they’re just preparing to make a move, they haven’t even 

moved yet …’ 

I see. We thought the purple Moon Palace was going to take him back to kill him and steal his treasure. 

The elder from the hidden ghost sect sneered as he looked at Lin Mo, no longer stopping him. 

lin mo looked at him indifferently and sneered, ” “are you introducing yourself? killing people and 

snatching their treasures is something that your hidden ghost sect often does …” 

With that, he didn’t stay any longer and left the auction with the youth. 

these 1.3 billion medium spiritual stones shouldn’t be yours. Why do you want to get involved in this? ” 

After he walked out, he chatted with the young man and said that he would send him out of hailing city. 

However, there was a lot of soul power locked on him, so he couldn’t take this person away. 

“thank you vice palace master for seeing me off. i’ll take my leave now.” 

They arrived at hailing city safely. The young man looked at Lin Mo and tore a talisman. 



The next moment, his figure disappeared. 

At the same time, in hailing city, countless spatial fluctuations came, and many people were teleported 

away. 

there were even people who flew out directly, wanting to chase after him. 

“Vice Palace Master, please go back to the purple Moon Palace and hide for. while …” at this moment, a 

middle-aged man passed by lin mo and whispered to him. 

Then, he flew forward to find out the latest news. 

“wait a moment …” 

Lin Mo hesitated for a while before he rushed forward to stop this person. 

go back and tell them not to act rashly. If Bai Luo comes out of seclusion, ask her to come out and help 

me. If she doesn’t, don’t come out. 

He wouldn’t give up on the heavenly pill, and that young man couldn’t die. He had to go and protect 

him. 

After saying that, he flew into the distance without looking back. 

when he had sent him out, he had left a soul imprint on his body. 

And now, that imprint was fluctuating violently. It was obvious that he was going through a battle. 

however, when lin mo arrived, he realized that there was no one there. there was only the thick smell of 

blood. 

Other than that, he could also feel the aura of a killing formation. It was extremely terrifying. 

the weakest of these corpses was at the 7th Sky. To think that they would die just like that. Such a clever 

killing formation is truly terrifying … 

Lin Mo checked the scene, and then many more people came. 

lin mo was also shocked by the scene. however, many greedy eyes quickly turned to lin mo. 

Chapter 512: The Young Man Who Hid His Abilities Well 

 

“If you don’t want to die, get lost.” 

Lin Mo shouted coldly. The terrifying fluctuations on his body made these people not dare to make a 

move. 

he left this place and searched for that imprint. however, he quickly discovered that something was 

wrong. he had encountered many killing formations on the way. 

“This … did that person do it?” 

Lin Mo was shocked as he recalled what had happened. 



a young man at the 6th sky of nirvana realm had killed so many people and set up so many killing 

formations. 

That scared expression from before, could it be an act … 

“If that’s the case, my task will be much easier.” lin mo chuckled, tore open space, and disappeared. 

In a mountain range, there were towering mountains and countless giant trees that reached the sky. 

There was a clear spring at the bottom of the lake. It was filled with precious spiritual liquid. 

at this moment, a young man was soaking in it, enjoying it. there was a mist condensed from spiritual qi 

around him, making him look like a celestial realm. 

When Lin Mo arrived, he saw a young man. His appearance had changed as well. He had changed his 

appearance when he participated in the auction. At this moment, he had changed his previous scared 

look and was laughing wildly. 

hahahaha, you guys think you can hunt down yours truly? I’ll play you guys to death! He laughed as he 

shook his body. He took out a towel and rubbed his body. 

The young man was around 20 years old, and his eyes were sharp and cunning. 

it was hard to imagine that he had set up a killing formation, bought the immortal sutra, and killed so 

many people … 

“what a deep scheme. to think that i was worried about you in the beginning …” lin mo’s mouth 

twitched as he sneaked over. 

Deputy Palace Lord, you’re not being kind. Men shouldn’t touch each other. My body belongs to a 

beautiful woman. 

The young man cried out in shock. With his powerful spiritual power, he discovered Lin Mo. 

At the same time, a light flickered beneath Lin Mo’s feet. Four array flags appeared, forming a trapping 

array that trapped Lin Mo within. 

” bullsh * t, who’s interested in you? don’t be so narcissistic. ” lin mo choked. he had not expected to 

meet such a weirdo. 

” your attainments in this formation are at least at the ninth level of the spirit realm … ” after he cursed, 

he found something strange. 

Although this young man was very cunning, the strength of his formation was beyond doubt … 

After the trap array was formed, the young man put on his robe unhurriedly and revealed a devilish 

smile. 

“Vice Palace Lord, since you want to kill me and steal my treasure, don’t blame me. I’m just protecting 

myself.” 

with that, he raised his hand and two more trap formations appeared, trapping lin mo completely. 



At the same time, he gathered his spirit Qi and roared towards the sky, ” “lin mo is here. he took back 

the immortal sutra.” 

“F * ck you.” 

Lin Mo was shocked. He had exposed himself with that shout and had even directed the disaster to the 

other party. It was too sinister. 

“farewell.” 

the young man cupped his fists and left, leaving lin mo in the trap formation. 

“I have the urge to kill him …” 

Lin Mo gritted his teeth. He had come to help him, but he had been tricked and was careless … 

“Qilin steps!” 

He let out a loud roar and the divine Phoenix beneath his feet bloomed. Purple light burst forth and he 

kicked one of the array flags. 

” boom! ” the three trapping arrays were shattered. the terrifying qilin pattern exploded and destroyed 

everything. 

Lin Mo did not have time to think. He wiped away the aura he had left behind and disappeared. 

A dozen seconds later, dozens of figures appeared, their faces filled with shock and bewilderment. 

everything within a thousand-meter radius had been destroyed by lin mo. such a terrifying explosion 

shocked them. 

however, was what someone had shouted just now true? 

” i don’t care anymore. we’ll find out sooner or later if we continue chasing. ” 

Someone said and chased after him. Many people followed behind, unwilling to give up. 

in the boundless mountain range, lin mo spread his kun peng wings and quickly caught up with the 

young man who had escaped. 

“You bastard, I’m here to help you. How dare you trick me?” Lin Mo bellowed from behind and chased 

after him. 

“Lin Mo, vice Palace Master, brother Lin, I was wrong. Please let me go.” 

“Damn, how can you be so fast …” 

The young man screamed in pain. The distance between him and Lin Mo was rapidly closing. 

the next moment, the young man raised his hand and pointed. a large array appeared on a lake in front 

of them, and then it exploded. 

“roar!” 



A shocking killing intent suddenly burst out from the lake. With a roar, the water level dropped by a 

third and a Green Dragon came out. 

“Flood Dragon …” 

Lin Mo cursed in his heart. He felt that even if he had not come, this young man would have been able 

to escape. His actions had been completely unnecessary. 

“Hey, big brother Lin, give me a ride. No…” 

The young man screamed again as he was being chased by the flood Dragon. 

initially, he had awakened the flood dragon so that lin mo would be stopped. even if he could not stop 

lin mo, he could at least hold him off for a while. 

however, he did not expect lin mo to not fight him. instead, lin mo used the kun peng wings and chased 

after him, overtaking him in no time. 

when he looked back, he was shocked. the flood dragon had opened its bloody mouth and was about to 

catch up to him. 

“I was wrong … brother flood dragon, you should go back and rest …” 

The young man’s face was sullen. He tried to use a spiritual array to escape, but his speed was too slow. 

Furthermore, Lin Mo was waiting for him in front. 

“Roar!” 

Seeing the flood Dragon getting closer and closer, he had no choice but to take out a teleportation 

formation and activate it. 

Seeing this, Lin Mo also followed. The kun Peng wings allowed him to be fearless and he would not lose 

them. 

the teleportation formation was activated, and the flood dragon lost track of him. it roared and wreaked 

havoc in the mountain range. 

The teleportation array opened, and the two of them ran out. The young man wanted to continue 

running. 

However, just as he appeared, a pure white net of light appeared and was about to envelop him. 

“this is bad.” 

He was shocked. He didn’t expect that he would find the node of the teleportation array and be 

trapped. 

“It’s a misunderstanding. I was chased out.” 

The young man shouted. Because he had disguised himself before, these people should not have seen 

through his identity. 



“hmph, if you dare to touch my brother, you have to ask me first.” Lin Mo snorted and walked out of the 

teleportation formation. 

A sword light bloomed, and the light net was instantly shattered. Lin Mo walked out and helped him 

resolve the crisis. 

At the same time, a beam of sword Qi hit the person’s back, cutting off the array flag hidden in it. 

the young man’s face instantly turned green as he hurriedly explained. 

“I don’t have any relationship with him. He robbed the immortal Sutra and wanted to kill me.” The 

young man explained. 

However, some people noticed the broken array flag behind him and their faces turned ashen. 

“bastard, you’re the one who set up the formation to kill us!” 

“That’s right, the aura of the formation is the same. It’s him. Let him pay with his life and avenge our 

dead brothers.” 

in an instant, he became the target of public criticism. on the other hand, lin mo was ignored and quietly 

retreated. 

” hmph, my poor disciple. he wanted to take the opportunity to gain some experience, but he was 

severely injured by the formation and almost lost his life. pay with your life. ” 

meng lie had arrived. he released the aura of the ninth heaven of the nirvana realm, and it was 

extremely powerful. 

he also wanted the remnant of the immortal sutra, but he didn’t expect that he would be severely 

injured by the killing formation after chasing for a short time. if he wasn’t strong enough, he wouldn’t 

have been able to escape. 

with a nirvana stage warrior taking action, everyone’s eyes were filled with hostility. they hated the 

person who set up the killing formation. 

“i’m really unlucky …” The young man screamed and quickly set up a spiritual array to block it. 

Chapter 513: Rogue Cultivator Xu Fei 

 

His attainments in spiritual arrays are very high. I just don’t know who his master is … 

Lin Mo watched from the back and realized that this person was not simple. he had many killing 

formations, and none of them were the same. 

and they were all strong. when they were used, not even meng lie could take him down. 

“Hey, don’t forget that i’m still here.” 

after watching for a while, lin mo intervened. he could not let this fellow be besieged. 



The Great Luo Divine sword appeared, and the sword qi that shot into the sky spread, injuring many 

people. 

Meng lie was strong, but Lin Mo hadn’t been wasting his time. With the help of his weapon, the two 

were now evenly matched. 

“Lin Mo, what’s the meaning of this? are you trying to destroy your own reputation by snatching back 

the immortal Sutra?” 

Meng lie said angrily. He was shocked by Lin Mo’s power. He wanted to get everyone to attack him. 

that’s not right. I’m the host of this auction, so I won’t steal it. However, in order to protect the 

reputation of the auction house, I won’t allow you to steal it. Lin Mo smiled faintly. 

The Daluo divine sword was placed in front of him, and he was just about to tell the youth to leave. 

but when he turned around, he saw that person’s figure. he could vaguely see a figure running wildly in 

the sky above the valley in the distance. 

“Your grandmother’s …” lin mo’s face was filled with black lines. this fellow was really disloyal. 

When everyone saw that he had escaped, they hurriedly gave chase. Lin Mo also hurriedly followed. 

“why are you still chasing me?” the young man let out a strange cry and ran away. 

“Brother, don’t be afraid. I’ll help you block them. You take the treasure and run.” Lin Mo said. 

The effect was immediate. Some of the people who were hesitating instantly had a clear target and 

chased after that person. 

“lin mo, you’re even more devious than i am.” The young man screamed again as he was surrounded by 

enemies. 

“Brother, what are you talking about? I’ve placed all my treasures on you. Run quickly. There’s no need 

to stay behind to help me.” Lin Mo continued. 

“You’re bullshitting. You don’t even know my name.” the young man scolded lin mo for being 

shameless, as more and more people were coming. 

“Yes, I forgot to ask your name.” Lin Mo chuckled and secretly asked for the man’s name. 

“No comment.” 

Lin Mo was not annoyed by his answer. He said indifferently, ” “If that’s the case, then I’m leaving. Can 

you handle this on your own?” 

“Xu Fei, my name is Xu Fei.” he quickly changed his words. 

Given the current situation, Lin Mo seemed to be really helping him. At least, he had put in some effort. 

“where’s your master?” Lin Mo dug into the matter and wanted to find out. 

“Rogue cultivator, array path genius, don’t doubt it. Are you the only one in the world who can become 

a rogue cultivator?” Xu Fei laughed complacently. 



his talent was his confidence. if not for lin mo’s interference, he would have escaped. 

” are you willing to join the purple moon palace? i’ll return the 1.3 billion spirit stones to you and give 

you an ancient formation map. ” lin mo began to recruit. 

no way. I’m a man destined to stand tall in the world. I’ll conquer the other continents and be invincible. 

xu fei was very confident as he spoke these bold and heroic words. 

“Come on, we’re being chased to the point where we have nowhere to go.” 

Lin Mo laughed disdainfully and didn’t say anything else. He focused on fighting Meng lie. 

However, as time passed, the number of people chasing them gradually increased, and there were a few 

more ninth heaven Nirvana stage experts. 

even lin mo did not dare to be careless, as the slightest mistake could cost him his life. 

“This heavenly pill is really not easy to earn …” 

lin mo’s body was already injured. three level nine experts besieging him had made him unable to follow 

his heart. 

brother Lin, please stop. We only want the immortal scroll. We won’t make things difficult for you. 

With a soft sigh, another person joined the battle. What was shocking was that this person was the 

Crown Prince of the Lu golden divine dynasty. 

he led two experts of the ninth heaven and joined the battlefield. 

The pressure on Lin Mo increased sharply. Under the joint attack of the five people, he had no choice 

but to unfurl the kun Peng wings and escape with his body covered in wounds. 

“Hey, give me a ride.” xu fei screamed in pain from behind. 

Previously, Lin Mo had helped him block the experts so that he could set up the formation with peace of 

mind. Now that Lin Mo had left, he could not hold on any longer. 

“Damn it …” 

After cursing, Lin Mo swallowed a spirit pill and charged back. 

However, he didn’t dare to stay any longer. He immediately brought Xu Fei along and fled. There were a 

few more wounds on his body. 

“lin mo, are you really helping me for the sake of the auction house’s reputation?” 

After being taken away by Lin Mo, Xu Fei still had some lingering fear in his heart. He then asked again. 

“You don’t have to worry about that. Just don’t make me your enemy in the future.” ignoring xu xufei, 

lin mo increased his speed to the maximum. 

“fly to the right. i’ve set up a killing array there. i guarantee that these people will not be able to return.” 

Without any time to think, Xu Fei asked Lin Mo to bring him away. 



according to xu fei’s original plan, he would set up killing formations along the way and then use the 

teleportation formation to come here. 

He activated the most powerful killing formation and killed all the people who were chasing him. 

“It’s. little strange …” lin mo felt that something was amiss as he fled. 

“What?” On the other hand, Xu Fei was rather carefree and didn’t seem worried in the slightest. 

to him, lin mo might be the greatest danger right now, but he could not leave lin mo yet … 

the divine Secrets Holy Land, the other three divine dynasties did not make a move … 

this was what lin mo was worried about. from the beginning to the end, he had only seen people from 

the lu golden divine dynasty. 

He didn’t see anyone else. Meng lie might have been from the Yan Huang dynasty, but he didn’t see 

anyone else. 

“it can’t be … they’re all famous people, yet they’re still doing robbery?” Xu Fei’s expression instantly 

turned bitter. 

If these few great powers were to make a move, then he really would have no way of escaping. 

“If I kill you, who knows what they’ll do?” Lin Mo pouted. History was often written by the victors. 

“Wait, turn around and run.” 

All of a sudden, Xu Fei, who was deep in thought, was startled. He had sensed something. 

“What’s going on?” 

although he was puzzled, lin mo did as he was told. why did this fellow suddenly change direction … 

“The killing array I set up in front has been dismantled …” 

Xu Fei’s face turned ashen. His method of dealing with his enemies was precisely the killing formation. 

He didn’t expect that he would be discovered by others. 

“they’ve made their move …” 

Lin Mo laughed bitterly. It was getting harder and harder. Furthermore, it was a little difficult for him to 

escape now … 

“Brother, you won’t leave me behind, right?” Xu Fei said with some worry. 

He was really afraid that Lin Mo would see that he could not escape and send him out. 

If that happened, he would truly be beyond redemption. In comparison, falling into Lin Mo’s hands 

would be the best choice. 

“I’ll see how it goes. I’ll try my best to protect you.” 

lin mo frowned. he did not want to give up on the heavenly pill, but he could not do it alone. 



At this moment, he really wanted to ask the system if he could get an advance reward. With the 

heavenly pill and a batch of spirit stones, he might be able to break through to level eight. 

this way, he would have a trump card to resist. 

All of a sudden, Lin Mo, who was flying forward, crashed into a barrier and stopped. 

brother Lin, I don’t understand why you’re so protective of someone you’ve never met … 

In a white dress, Xia you slowly walked out of the crack in the void. 

She held the moon-white longsword in her hand, and her fairy-like face was filled with doubt and 

confusion … 

Chapter 514: Tier 1 Earth Grade Formation 

 

“Swish!” 

The air around them flowed, the space cracked, and the earth collapsed. 

the array flags flew out one by one, forming a thousand-meter cage that trapped the two of them. 

Even Holy maiden Xia you was among them. 

Lin Mo counted carefully. There were a total of 18 array flags, and each of them was guarded by a 7th 

Sky Nirvana stage expert. 

This formation also made Lin Mo feel a sense of despair. 

“rank 1 earth class …” 

Through his observation, he discovered the terrifying aspect of this formation. Once it was fully 

activated, it could even damage one’s immortal Foundation … 

Fortunately, the eye of the array was Xia you, who was at the peak of Level Seven, which was not 

enough. 

Otherwise, they would be annihilated in an instant. 

” i didn’t think that the divine secrets holy land’s saintess would commit such a robbery. ” 

xu fei sneered. at this moment, he had already cowered. however, his words were still unforgiving. 

Xu Fei, you’re a rare genius of arrays. I once invited you to join the sacred land, but you rejected me. 

holy maiden xia you looked at xu fei. a trace of killing intent slowly emerged in her bright eyes. 

” i’ve capsized. deputy palace master, you should leave … ” 

xu fei walked out. he was already very grateful to lin mo for being able to help him to this extent. 

“You want to leave? sure, but you have to leave the immortal book and the cultivation technique 

behind.” one of the elders in charge of the formation said. 



since lin mo had already been captured, there was no reason for him to let him go. 

if it weren’t for the fact that they were worried that jiang xiyue would lead the purple moon palace to 

take revenge, they would have even wanted to make lin mo stay. 

it would be best if he could control it, but if he couldn’t, he would just kill it. 

“Brother Lin, I don’t want to kill you, but you’ve already lost.” Holy maiden Xia you looked at Lin Mo. 

Once the formation was activated, even if an existence like tiansha was trapped, there was no way for 

him to survive. 

“Aren’t you a genius in arrays? can you break it?” lin mo grabbed hold of xu fei, who was about to step 

forward. 

The killing intent of Xia you was directed at Xu Fei, which made him curious about how talented this guy 

was in the array Dao. 

“i can break it in half an hour.” 

xu fei patted his chest and said with a confident expression. 

to break a rank 1 earth realm formation in half an hour, one had to be very proficient in formations. 

In the entire Eastern continent, there was probably no known spiritual array master who had such 

strength. 

“Arrogant.” 

At the array flag area, someone sneered. In order to create an array flag that they could control, the 

divine Secrets Holy Land had spent a lot of resources. 

it could even be said that the value of this formation was comparable to that of a fragment of an 

immortal scripture. 

now that he had used it, he had to obtain a cultivation technique. 

“If it’s half an hour, although it’s a little troublesome, it’s not impossible …” all of a sudden, a carefree 

chuckle could be heard. 

The originally indestructible space actually cracked open at this moment. 

This shocked everyone present. The earth level formation had sealed the space, so how could someone 

still come in? 

“They’ve finally arrived …” 

Lin Mo’s tense expression finally relaxed when he saw who it was. 

the person who had come was bai luo. he was dressed in white and walked out of the spatial crack. he 

had an unorganized appearance and spoke casually. 

“Eighth sky of Nirvana stage, how is that possible?” 



the divine secrets holy land’s elders were shocked and in disbelief. 

lin mo’s cultivation speed was slightly faster than xia you’s. after all, he had the god devouring body, 

which allowed him to advance at an extremely fast speed. 

However, Bai Luo did not have any special physique. How could he cultivate so quickly? 

“I have no choice. If you didn’t come, I’m afraid you’d be cut into eight pieces.” 

Bai Luo laughed as he walked down from the sky. He looked at Xu Fei and continued, ” “Can you really 

break it in half an hour?” 

If Xu Fei was truly able to break through the earth-rank great array within half an hour, then his talent 

would truly be terrifying. 

Even in the southern land where she was from, such geniuses were rare. 

of course. In terms of formations, if I claim to be the second best in the entire Eastern Peninsula, no one 

would dare claim to be the best. 

Xu Fei’s confidence rose immediately. He had seen through formations since he was young. 

if no one disturbed them, they would definitely be able to break it. 

“I’ll block this formation. You deal with this person and buy him some time.” 

After getting an affirmative answer, Bai Luo looked at Lin Mo. 

Other than the formation, there was also Saint Xia you, who would not allow Xu Fei to break the 

formation. 

“Then let’s fight.” 

Lin Mo laughed as the Daluo divine sword appeared. Sword Qi soared into the sky as flames and 

lightning raged. 

there was no doubt that this battle could not be avoided. he could only place his hopes on xu fei. 

Bai Luo and Xu Fei made their moves as well. A talisman appeared in Bai Luo’s hand, and it was emitting 

a powerful light. 

“This is my final trump card. After using it, I should leave …” 

she sighed. her family had naturally given her a trump card since they were willing to let her enter the 

eastern continent to cultivate when she was weak. 

The grade of this talisman was hard to guess. When it was just unfolded, it actually faintly suppressed 

the earth level formation. 

Upon seeing this, Xu Fei was overjoyed. He ran to the edge of the formation, took out a small and 

exquisite formation flag, and set it up. His hands were engraved with strange runes. 

The expressions of the divine Secrets Holy Land’s elders changed, and they hurriedly activated the array, 

wanting to suppress Bai Luo. 



At the same time, the battle between Lin Mo and Xia you had completely begun. 

“Holy maiden, why do you have to do this? if you can afford it, I can give you the cultivation technique.” 

Lin Mo chuckled. He had obtained the ‘gods’ decree ‘out of the blue. 

If someone could afford it, he would naturally not mind selling it. 

However, he didn’t know how powerful the heaven mending monument was, and there was probably 

no power in the eastern continent that could afford to pay for a cultivation technique. 

the divine Secrets Holy Land once had an ancient message that was suspected to have been left behind 

by the first Holy Lord. xia you said softly. 

“What is it?” Lin Mo was curious. He asked as he blocked Xia you’s attack. 

“The Great Tribulation is coming, all gods, hear me!” 

Lin Mo felt a chill down his spine. 

what did this sentence have to do with the “gods hearing decree”? or did the words just happen to 

overlap? 

“How can this be? how can someone from the immemorial era predict what’s happening now?” Lin Mo 

could not believe it. 

If there really was such an existence, could it be that it couldn’t resist the passing of time? 

If that Saint Lord was still alive, why would he allow the divine Secrets Holy Land to decline in the 

eastern continent and not move to another continent … 

“lin mo, that cultivation technique might belong to you, but the god devouring body has its own innate 

cultivation technique. the god devouring mantra is the most suitable for you.” 

“give me the” gods hearing decree,”and we’ll ascend the immortal platform together and head to the 

other continents.” 

Her attacks didn’t slow down at all, but she couldn’t do anything to Lin Mo. Xia you couldn’t help but 

feel a little anxious. 

there’s no need to say anything more. The cultivation technique is in Jiang xiyue’s hands, and she’s the 

one who’s going to bid for it. Let’s just end it with a battle. 

Lin Mo’s fighting spirit was high. Saintess Xia you was known as the number one genius in the eastern 

continent. 

The eastern continent talents, who had once been suppressed, could not raise their heads. 

But now, he had risen to power. He really wanted to know who was stronger between the two. 

“Qiang!” 

Saintess Xia you held a longsword in her hand. The blade of the sword glowed with a cold light, and the 

last trace of a smile on her face disappeared. 



Chapter 515: Battling Saintess Xia You 

 

Lin Mo stood in the air with a calm expression. he held the daluo divine sword in his right hand, and 

lightning and fire surrounded him. 

The scene was a little depressing. The two of them were fighting, and many of the divine Secrets Holy 

Land’s elders were nervous. 

“Since that’s the case, I’ll kill you today.” ” i’ll go with you, ” saint xia you said coldly, exuding an invisible 

pressure. 

at this moment, she was filled with killing intent, but there were no emotional fluctuations. her body 

and mind were empty, as ethereal as an immortal. 

” then don’t hold back. let me see what kind of power the divine secrets holy land’s saintess has. ” Lin 

Mo said. 

he clenched his fist slightly. he knew how strong his opponent was and did not dare to be careless. this 

battle might really end in life and death … 

Although he had been shocked by the divine Secrets Holy Land’s message, it was impossible for him to 

hand over the ” gods hearing decree ” directly. 

“swish!” 

the space trembled slightly. xia you wielded her long sword, and a beam of sword qi slashed out. her 

figure left afterimages, as fast as lightning. 

Lin Mo’s eyes were clear, and there was no fear in them. He pushed his flames and lightning to the 

extreme and held the Daluo divine sword to meet the enemy. 

“dang!” 

it was as if heavenly lightning had exploded between heaven and earth, shaking the earth. if fang yuan 

had been surrounded by a large array, the earth would have probably collapsed. 

the two of them exchanged blows without holding back. 

On the array flags, the divine Secrets Holy Land’s elders didn’t even dare to breathe as they stared at the 

battlefield. 

xia you looked like a fairy. her white dress was whiter than snow, and her skin was like jade. she looked 

at lin mo with her beautiful eyes. to be more precise, she was looking at the daluo divine sword in lin 

mo’s hand. 

“What a good divine sword. You’re quite lucky.” 

Even though she was shocked by the Daluo divine sword’s power, she was not weak. She leaped up and 

slashed down with her sword. 



A sharp sword Qi slashed down with a cold glint. The wind and thunder within it stimulated Lin Mo’s 

body and brought with it a destructive aura. 

Lin Mo spread the kun Peng wings on his back and dodged the attack. 

even so, a corner of his sleeve was cut off and annihilated by the sword qi. 

“BOOM!” 

A huge crack appeared on the ground below, forming a mountain stream. 

lin mo activated his god devouring body’s domain to resist the power of wind and lightning. 

Taking advantage of the moment when Xia you’s attack landed, he dodged the sword Qi and slashed 

down. 

holy maiden xia you retreated, and a pair of light green wings spread out behind her. a gentle breeze 

blew past, and she dodged the attack very gently. 

immediately after, she raised her left hand and formed a claw. green light burst forth, as if forming a 

powerful claw. 

behind her, a green bird was soaring and chirping. 

It was the ancient beast, the green Luan. 

This was a mutated beast that had long gone extinct in the eastern continent. It wasn’t as strong as a 

divine beast, but it wasn’t weak either. Among bird-type beasts, it was only second to a true Phoenix. 

However, this was only an incomplete technique. What Xia you had mastered was only the blue Luan 

claw of the blue Luan spell. 

even so, this move was extremely terrifying. lin mo’s expression changed and green light emerged. this 

attack was extremely fast and difficult to dodge. 

as the divine secrets holy land’s saintess, she naturally had many trump cards. 

To use the blue Luan claw, not only did one need to control the wind attribute to the extreme, one also 

needed to cultivate the physical body to the peak. 

She had already met the requirements, and had even exceeded them by a lot. Even if she were to 

compete with the God Devourer body in terms of physical strength, she wouldn’t be inferior. 

seeing that the blue luan claw was so close, lin mo had no way to avoid it. he let out a long howl, and 

flames and lightning erupted. 

The two powers were forcefully fused by the God Devourer body. Space trembled as they were 

supplemented in Lin Mo’s hand to face the blue Luan claw. 

“boom!” 

This attack caused the space to fluctuate and some folds to appear. It let out a strange sound as if it 

couldn’t withstand it any longer. 



the space sealed by the earth level formation could not hold on either, which showed how terrifying the 

battle between the two was. 

at that moment, even bai luo, who was using talismans to resist the formation in the sky, had a change 

in expression. lin mo had relied on the god devouring body and many natural treasures to reach this 

stage. 

one could imagine how hard it was. however, holy maiden xia you had also reached this stage, and her 

body was extremely strong. 

The energy ripples dissipated, and both of them were knocked back, blood flowing from the corners of 

their mouths. 

at this moment, the web between their thumb and forefinger had split open, and their arms were also 

dripping with blood. both of them had suffered heavy injuries. 

it was hard to imagine the astonishing strength of the two. in a head-on clash, they were both injured. 

This battle was comparable to a showdown between the best of the best. It represented the 

confrontation between the younger generation of the eastern continent. Both of them could be called 

the strongest of the younger generation in the eastern continent. 

In the arena, the two of them looked at each other at the same time. They were silent, but their eyes 

were filled with surprise. 

“There’s not much time left. It’s time to end the warm-up.” 

Holy maiden Xia you attacked again. The green wings on her back spread out. This was also an 

incomplete spell technique of the blue Luan. 

She quickly approached Lin Mo and exploded with lightning. It was as if she was carrying the might of 

the heavens as she pressed down. 

This time, the martial art she used was different. The blue Luan only provided speed. Her hand seals 

changed quickly as she used a powerful offensive martial art. 

“Lin Mo can die in peace now that the Holy maiden has used her full strength.” 

At the edge of the array flags, an elder of the divine Secrets Holy Land sighed. Seeing the saintess go all 

out, he was relieved. 

ridiculous. Don’t forget that Lin Mo still has the immemorial divine beast’s incomplete technique. 

on the other side, bai luo mocked. it was true that xia you was very strong, but lin mo had not used his 

full strength either. 

The space trembled, and the folds that appeared earlier became more and more obvious, as if they were 

about to split open. 

saintess xia you stepped on the green lotus, and lotus petals flew out, surrounding lin mo. 

This martial art was extremely powerful. Each lotus petal was a sword Qi that carried a terrifying aura. 



Lin Mo raised his hand and the Daluo divine sword appeared in front of him. Lightning and flames 

spread across the sword. 

he activated the martial art heaven-splitting sword qi, which also transformed into thousands of sword 

qi. 

This weapon might not be a match for Xia you, but Lin Mo had the support of the Daluo divine sword, so 

it was enough. 

The sword Qi collided and caused a violent explosion. Thousands of sword Qi flew around, creating a 

chain reaction. 

The two of them were injured by this attack. The green Lotus under Xia you’s feet shattered, and the 

lightning and flames around Lin Mo dissipated. 

At the same time, cracks had appeared in the folded space. In addition to Xu Fei’s cracking, there was no 

way for the Grand formation to continue hiding. 

they were exposed to the world, and the energy ripples of the explosion were like lighthouses in the 

endless mountains, guiding others. 

seeing this, the two of them had different expressions on their faces. they looked at each other, and the 

killing intent in their eyes grew stronger. 

“wind killing finger!” 

die! Holy maiden Xia you shouted coldly as she pointed out her right index finger. A violent wind 

whistled and swirled with spiritual energy, which then swept towards Lin Mo. 

it was still an earth level martial art, but she could easily use it. with one finger, she could penetrate the 

void and annihilate everything. 

“No matter how many changes you make, I’ll break it with my own strength.” 

die! Lin Mo shouted. The divine flames on his body moved rhythmically. They were no longer Dao flames 

but the divine flames of the Vermilion Bird, which possessed astonishing destructive power. 

His fist was wrapped in flames, and he punched out. 

“boom!” 

the two powerful forces collided. the wind and fire attributes evolved to the extreme, forming a fire 

tornado and exploding in the air. 

There was a fluctuation in the space. The commotion of their battle had finally attracted a group of 

people. They looked at the formation and the battle in the formation with dumbfounded expressions. 

It was obvious that the scene was shocking and beyond their imagination. 

Chapter 516: The Vermilion Bird vs. The True Phoenix 

 



the vermilion bird vs. the true hou 

He had originally thought that Lin Mo had saved Xu Fei, but he had not expected that he would be 

stopped by Holy maiden Xia you. 

Furthermore, when people saw that Bai Luo was already at the eighth sky of the Nirvana stage, the 

shock in their hearts was indescribable. 

“oh my god, this is the most shocking scene i’ve ever seen.” 

the battle between Lin Mo and Holy maiden Xia you is a pinnacle battle. 

many people were shocked and kept calling their friends over. the people in the mountain range quickly 

gathered, looking forward to the battle between lin mo and xia you. 

“Even if you break the formation now, you can’t escape. Why bother?” 

When Holy maiden Xia you saw that someone had discovered this place, she tried to persuade him 

again. 

“you don’t have to worry about that.” Lin Mo sneered. 

the two of them started fighting again, from swordsmanship to dao laws, to martial arts, and finally to 

close combat. 

under the confrontation of fists and palms, it was hard to separate. 

“Bang!” 

lin mo’s left shoulder was hit by xia you’s palm, and a terrifying power exploded. 

If he hadn’t used the spirit devouring technique at the end to devour more than half of this power, his 

left shoulder and left hand would’ve been broken. 

At the same time, he also counterattacked. As he dodged, he moved to the back of Xia you and punched 

her back. 

“You’re so stubborn, die!” 

Saintess Xia you coughed out a mouthful of blood, her hair disheveled. She looked at Lin Mo coldly, and 

her aura instantly rose. 

In the blink of an eye, a shadow appeared behind her, exuding a terrifying pressure. 

“Ruthless!” 

a pair of seven-colored wings with red as the main color grew, and terrifying crimson flames spread. 

“True Kang?” 

Someone was shocked. He had seen through Xia you’s technique. That pair of wings was the wings of a 

true Phoenix. It was the immemorial divine beast, the true Phoenix. 



Lin Mo raised his hand and conjured a seal. The divine flames of the Vermilion Bird erupted around him, 

and the projection of a Vermilion Bird appeared behind him. 

the vermilion bird against the true hou. both of them were divine beasts from the immemorial era and 

were extremely powerful. 

right now, a pin against an awn, who was stronger and who was weaker? 

“Bang!” 

The battle continued, and all of their trump cards were used. The divine flames of the Vermilion Bird 

clashed with the flames of the true Phoenix. The divine flames exploded, causing the temperature here 

to skyrocket. 

” hey, don’t make too much noise. you’re affecting me. ” 

Not far away, Xu Fei said in an extremely dissatisfied manner. 

He was trying to break the formation with a peace of mind. In the end, Lin Mo and Xia you’s battle 

became more and more violent, and many of his formation flags were destroyed. 

It had only been ten minutes, and he had just created a small opening that affected the balance of the 

array. Now that he was disturbed, he was very dissatisfied. 

“You should be more reliable.” 

Lin Mo cursed angrily. This fellow did not take proper precautions and was still complaining when he 

was disturbed … 

“You still dare to be distracted while fighting me?” 

holy maiden xia you’s eyes were sharp, and she seized the opportunity to attack. 

One of her hands suddenly turned into a claw with scorching flames on it. It was unstoppable. 

“so powerful …” 

Lin Mo was shocked. This was no longer the blue Phoenix claw, but the true Phoenix claw. The power it 

emitted was even more terrifying. As expected of a force that had been passed down from the ancient 

times. It even controlled the incomplete technique of the true Phoenix … 

Even if it was an incomplete technique, this claw was enough to destroy the heavens and earth. Lin Mo 

blocked it with the Daluo divine sword. 

“Chi!” 

Sword-light surged, and the ever-victorious Daluo divine sword was suppressed this time. Saintess Xia 

you held on tightly to the sword’s edge, allowing the sharp blade to slice through her palm, leaving no 

injury. 

“Return it.” 



die! Lin Mo shouted as lightning and flames spread. He activated the heaven-splitting sword Qi and 

slashed at the true Nirvana claws. 

Under the attack of thousands of sword Qi, Xia you did not dare to delay. She let go of the Daluo divine 

sword and grabbed at Lin Mo again. 

“Four cloud pierces.” lin mo shouted. 

The flames around his body were mobilized and gathered in front of Lin Mo before finally blasting 

towards the true Nirvana claws. 

He leaped up and his entire body seemed to merge into the ball of flames. The divine flames of the 

Vermilion Bird grew even stronger, forcing the true Phoenix claw to retreat. 

” what an intense battle. it’s my great fortune to be able to witness this battle. ” Some people sighed. 

This was a battle between the top geniuses of the eastern Peninsula. 

“chi.” 

saintess xia you retracted her true phoenix claw and flew out. the true phoenix phantom behind her was 

drawn in and gradually merged into her body. 

the battle between the true Phoenix and the Vermilion Bird is too shocking … 

everyone was shocked. lin mo and xia you had already comprehended the vermilion bird and true kang 

incomplete techniques to the extreme. 

The explosion from the collision was so loud that it almost pierced everyone’s eardrums. 

many powerhouses were shocked and their expressions turned serious. 

The battle between the two was too powerful, and they had already grown so much that they were 

unstoppable. 

after a while, the true phoenix’s flames and the vermilion bird’s divine flames disappeared. 

Lin Mo emerged from the flames and retreated continuously. His steps were a little unsteady and he 

almost fell from the sky. 

It was the same for Saint Xia you. There were burn marks on her palms, but no blood flowed out. They 

were all burnt. 

Both of them were injured. 

they each took out a spirit pill and their injuries gradually improved after taking it. the two of them 

looked at each other and an inexplicable aura spread. 

in the end, the battle started again, and the auras of both sides grew stronger. 

lin mo felt his god devourer body start to work unconsciously, and the spirit stones in the system space 

were being consumed. 

This was a sign of a breakthrough, and it was almost impossible to suppress. 



In the distance, Holy maiden Xia you was in the same state. The aura on her body was in chaos, and the 

spiritual Qi of heaven and earth was constantly surging into her body. 

the two of them continued to exchange blows, using all sorts of martial arts and runes to engage in a 

bloody battle. 

no way, he had an epiphany during the battle and is about to advance? ” 

the fluctuations on their bodies were also seen by outsiders, and they were all dumbfounded. 

if one wanted to break through to the nirvana stage, who wouldn’t find a quiet place to cultivate in 

peace, comprehend the dao laws of heaven and earth, and absorb the spiritual energy of heaven and 

earth to break through? 

And now, the two of them were originally fighting to the death, but in the end, they had inexplicably 

found an opportunity to break through. 

” that’s not right. the god devouring body doesn’t need laws to break through. why is lin mo breaking 

through too? ” someone asked. 

the God Devourer body can break through without using laws, but that doesn’t mean it can’t be broken 

through using laws. 

someone replied. lin mo was currently in such a situation. he had found an opportunity during the battle 

and immediately gained enlightenment. 

however, compared to xia you’s breakthrough, lin mo’s breakthrough was more difficult. 

This was because saintess Xia you only needed to go through enlightenment to become sexy, but Lin Mo 

still needed to devour a large amount of heaven and earth energy. 

otherwise, the god devouring body would devour the host’s cultivation and life force. 

In the current situation, if Lin Mo was not well prepared, the moment his cultivation was devoured 

would be the day of his death. 

“Damn it, why is it at this time …” 

On the battlefield, Lin Mo was also very helpless. Without a doubt, he did not have enough resources, 

unless Bai Luo made a trip back. 

Although he had enough resources on hand, he was still lacking a lot. He needed the heavenly pill 

provided by the system. 

“lin mo, swear on your dao heart. if you give me the cultivation technique, i’ll let you go to the purple 

moon palace’s treasury to retrieve resources.” 

A smile finally appeared on Holy maiden Xia you’s calm face. 

The situation that had been without a breakthrough had finally taken a turn … 

“in your dreams …” 



Lin Mo sneered and rushed over again, engaging in an intense battle with Xia you. It was even more 

intense than before. 

he had to hurry up and end the battle … 

Chapter 517: Dangerous Situation 

 

“BOOM!” 

in an instant, the aura around xia you’s body changed. her spiritual energy surged, and she was infinitely 

close to the 8th sky of nirvana realm. 

Her long hair cascaded down like a waterfall, and symbols flickered in her eyes. 

he exuded a special aura that formed a domain around him, suppressing lin mo. 

The God devouring body’s domain was also suppressed. This was the first time Lin Mo’s God devouring 

body had been suppressed since he had stepped out of the Dao. 

“Swish!” 

Holy maiden Xia you raised her hand. Lightning flashed, Thunder rumbled, and the wind howled. Her 

entire body was wrapped in sacred runes, and her aura skyrocketed. 

Even Bai Luo’s expression changed, much less Lin Mo’s. 

Xia you had broken through. In just a few breaths, she had reached the 8th sky of the Nirvana realm. 

At this moment, she would dominate the battlefield. Unless Bai Luo made a move, no one would be able 

to stop her. 

“lin mo, this is your last chance. are you still not going to admit defeat?” she said expressionlessly. 

Everyone was shocked. Was Lin Mo going to be defeated? the disadvantage of the God devouring body 

was apparent. He was no match for it. 

lin mo’s expression was calm as he replied indifferently, ” “It’s just a breakthrough. It’s still unknown 

who’s stronger.” 

” you and i are almost on par in terms of combat strength. if we were at the same cultivation level, we 

might both be injured. but now that i’ve broken through, you’ll definitely lose. ” holy maiden xia you 

said. 

At this moment, there were still 15 minutes to go before the 30-minute mark. Although Xu Fei had 

already opened up a crack in the formation, it was clearly not enough for the three of them to escape. 

with a boom, the sword qi in the sky exploded with the momentum of wind and thunder. xia you made 

her move, forming a sword spell with her hands and stepping on a green lotus. her body was covered by 

immortal qi and could not be seen clearly. 



This move was unleashed to the extreme by Holy maiden Xia you, and it was one of the powerful martial 

arts techniques in the divine Secrets Holy Land. 

Seeing this scene, everyone was extremely shocked. Xia you was too heaven-defying. She was only in 

the Nirvana realm, but she could already use an earth level martial art to the extreme. 

“You and I have the same techniques. How can you make up for the difference in our realms?” Xia you 

said, her eyes cold. 

she would not hold back anymore and would use all her strength to kill lin mo. 

in front of her, spiritual qi gathered and thousands of sword qi were guided to form a peerless divine 

sword, shaking the entire array. 

Green Lotus sword spell, fatal blow. 

This was the strongest Sword Art in the divine Secrets Holy Land. It was rank five Earth Class and was 

undeniably the strongest Sword Art in the eastern continent. 

“The God devouring body does not only bring me trouble …” 

Lin Mo’s body glowed, and his aura continued to rise without stopping. However, there was a faint 

feeling that he was lacking. 

At this moment, his entire body was emitting symbols, and waves of devouring power were 

uncontrollably drilling out. 

this was the first time he had used the god devouring body like this, completely releasing the devouring 

power. 

His comprehension of the Dao law was also mixed in to deal with Xia you’s attack. 

“Eh, I’ve never seen Lin Mo use this move before …” 

Some people were shocked when they saw many special runes appear on Lin Mo’s surface. A black hole 

appeared, and with him as the center, it began to devour the spiritual Qi from all directions. 

Even the formation was not spared, and many of them were devoured. 

“what a terrifying devouring power. is this the god devouring body?” 

Some people were shocked. Lin Mo’s trump card had finally been forced out. They had never seen him 

use it like this in previous battles. 

However, could this move really make up for the gap in realm? 

“boom!” 

With lightning and thunder, Xia you’s attack arrived. The divine sword contained a power that could 

destroy everything. 

on the other hand, lin mo’s black hole expanded, but he was so fragile that he was easily pierced by the 

divine sword. 



“sigh, there’s no other way. we can’t block it.” 

Seeing this, some people sighed. Lin Mo had lost in the end. Holy maiden Xia you deserved to be the 

number one genius of the eastern continent. 

“Chi!” 

the peerless divine sword slashed down, and the destructive sword qi exploded. 

However, Lin Mo did not panic at all in the face of the divine sword. He gathered all the power that the 

black hole had absorbed. 

At the same time, when the divine sword approached Lin Mo’s forehead, it was blocked and could not 

advance an inch. 

He raised his hand and blocked the divine sword again. Power continued to gather and offset it. 

under the mutual erosion, the black hole was severely damaged, and cracks appeared on the divine 

sword. the two sides were destroyed. 

lin mo was shocked. was this the martial arts passed down in the divine secrets holy land? it was so 

powerful and the sword qi was sharp. if not for the god devouring body’s ability to devour all power for 

its own use, he would not have been able to block it. 

On the other side, Holy maiden Xia you was also very shocked. She had clearly used all her strength, but 

she had still been blocked. How many more tricks did Lin Mo have up his sleeve? 

” it’s hard to imagine that lin mo didn’t fall into a disadvantageous position and still managed to block it. 

he’s clearly at a lower realm. ” 

Everyone present was very shocked as they watched the battle in the formation. 

They had thought that Lin Mo would die or be severely injured by this move. Who would have thought 

that he would be able to block it? 

“Hmph,” he snorted. 

” hmph! ” saintess xia you snorted coldly and attacked. she had seen through lin mo’s moves and didn’t 

intend to give him any chance to catch his breath. 

furthermore, a layer of moon-white armor appeared on her body, as if it allowed her to ascend and 

become an immortal. 

she emitted wisps of immortal qi, making her look like a fairy who had descended to the mortal world. 

she was the darling of heaven and earth, with dao runes attached to her body. 

“Slash!” holy maiden xia you shouted coldly and slashed out with her sword. 

“If you want to kill me, you’d better hurry up. Once I break through, you won’t have the chance 

anymore.” Lin Mo said coldly. 

At this moment, the two of them used everything they had. All kinds of spells that had been passed 

down from ancient times were unleashed. 



Holy maiden Xia you’s spiritual energy continued to be consumed. In the end, the green Lotus under her 

feet turned into a physical entity, and a shocking sword energy burst out. 

“chi!” 

anyone with eyes could tell that it was a magic tool, at least rank 3 earth class. 

holy maiden xia you activated three earth-grade dharma artifacts at once. under their support, their 

power was extremely terrifying. 

The green Lotus sword spell was formed again, and the peerless godly sword appeared again. 

Even though Lin Mo had the God devouring body and could devour attacks for his own use, there was 

still a limit. 

at this moment, saintess xia you used all her strength. she didn’t want to delay any longer, and wanted 

to finish this quickly. 

“boom!” 

A terrifying divine sword descended from the sky, surrounded by thousands of Green Lotus sword Qi. 

Xia you’s figure became hazy, and a terrifying aura pressed down. 

Lin Mo looked at the divine sword and knew that things would be difficult this time. 

However, it was a good thing that there was still a chance for things to turn around. Bai Luo had already 

used the talisman to completely suppress the formation. 

In addition, the battle between the two of them caused too much of a commotion, and the formation 

was constantly being attacked. 

Xu Fei was worthy of being called a genius of formations. He had already broken a corner of the Grand 

formation. 

Bai Luo, bring Xu Fei and leave first. I know you have a plan. 

Lin Mo was helpless. He told Bai Luo to bring Bai Luo and escape quickly. 

“i’m not leaving. i won’t leave my brother behind and run away.” on the other side, xu fei directly said. 

Lin Mo was a little taken aback by his righteous words. This guy was quite loyal at such a critical 

moment. 

” bai luo, please, i can leave. ” 

lin mo raised his head and said. in front of him, the black hole he had released was already damaged, 

but it had only been able to block the divine sword for a dozen seconds. 

the black hole exploded, and lin mo suffered a backlash, spitting out a mouthful of blood. 

Chapter 518: Battle Again After Breaking Through 

 



Immediately after, he formed a hand seal and put away the Daluo divine sword. Countless heavenly 

treasures appeared in the system space. 

in the next moment, the energy of these treasures was devoured by the god devourer body. 

Lin Mo’s body was also wrapped in flames, and the faint cries of true phoenixes could be heard. 

‘Nirvana of the true Phoenix’. .. Does he have enough resources to break through … 

When Bai Luo saw Lin Mo’s actions, he was a little confused. However, it was not the time to be worried 

about this. 

She formed a seal with both hands and ignited the talisman in front of her. Then, a terrifying explosion 

sounded. 

in the next moment, her figure appeared before xu fei. she grabbed his shoulder, and the kun peng 

wings appeared behind her. 

With a light flap, the two figures disappeared. 

no one stopped him. or rather, no one could stop him. bai luo, who was at the eighth sky of nirvana 

stage, with the kun peng wings, if he really wanted to escape, even an existence like tian sha could not 

stop him. 

” you’re putting up a stubborn resistance. bai luo has left, and you’re the only one left. i’m afraid you 

won’t be able to escape. ” holy maiden xia you frowned. 

the immortal scroll was taken away, but there were some losses. 

Fortunately, Lin Mo was still around. With him, Jiang xiyue would have to hand over the cultivation 

technique. 

She raised her hand and dispersed the peerless divine sword in the sky. All the power dissipated. 

In fact, even the formation had disappeared, and most of the formation flags were damaged. 

however, a portion of it had been retrieved and could still be used next time. 

“Saintess, is it okay to remove the formation like this?” An elder bowed, puzzled. 

lin mo also knew the kun peng wings. if he chose to escape instead of fighting after his breakthrough, 

they would not be able to stop him. 

“It’s fine, good news will be good news from now on.” holy maiden xia you waved her hand and sat 

cross-legged in the air, starting to recover her energy. 

At that moment, Lin Mo had already completely activated the Nirvana of the true Phoenix. 

the amount of resources required to break through to the eighth sky of nirvana realm was extremely 

terrifying. what he had was far from enough. 

Fortunately, half an hour later, the system’s voice finally came. 



” congratulations on completing the mission. you have received a rank 9 earth class spiritual pill, the 

heavenly pill. ” 

within half an hour, bai luo had already sent xu fei away, allowing him to leave safely. 

lin mo’s mission had been completed, and the auction house’s reputation had been restored. the 

system’s reward had finally arrived. 

“There’s a ray of light at the end of the tunnel …” 

He was elated. Luckily, Bai Luo was helping him. Otherwise, he would be in danger today. 

At this moment, he didn’t hold back or suppress his God devouring body anymore. He just urged the 

God devouring technique with all of his power. 

First, a small black hole appeared in his dantian. 

Within the black hole, lightning and flames extended and danced within it. An endless stream of energy 

was being devoured. 

However, this was far from enough. The energy was quickly devoured completely. 

in the next moment, a golden-red spiritual pill appeared in lin mo’s dantian. 

a divine light flickered. this was the heavenly pill, which contained extremely pure power. 

at the same time, lin mo had the illusion that his understanding of fire and lightning had improved. 

his blood became boiling hot, as if there was a flame burning. lightning flickered on his body, giving off a 

divine light. 

after breaking through to the 8th sky, his god devouring body had transformed once again. 

Lin Mo’s aura began to surge, and in just a few breaths, the true phoenix egg he had transformed into 

exploded. 

the black hole spread out, swallowing spiritual energy from all directions. 

the heavenly pill in his dantian shattered and was further digested, completely absorbed by lin mo. 

His cultivation had also advanced at this moment, reaching the eighth sky of Nirvana realm. 

this was a sublimation, an extreme sublimation. 

“Kill!” 

lin mo let out a long howl. as soon as he broke out of his shell, he took out the daluo divine sword, ready 

to fight with xia you. 

“It’s been twelve hours. You’re breaking through too slowly.” 

Xia you said calmly as the green Lotus appeared beneath her feet again. 

The three magic items were activated at the same time, and the world-shaking divine sword that could 

destroy the world appeared again. 



Wind and thunder mixed together. Runes and sword Qi exploded. Without the protection of the 

formation, people finally knew what kind of damage Xia you Holy maiden could cause. 

“Quickly retreat!” 

Many people were shocked. If this sword really fell, this mountain range would be destroyed. 

The divine sword shocked the world, and people did not dare to resist. They could only flee for their 

lives. 

However, under the divine sword that caused everyone’s expression to change, Lin Mo’s expression was 

calm as a purple light appeared under his feet. 

the purple divine light slowly gathered, and a qilin mark appeared. 

in the end, the qilin pattern glowed with a bright light, and a vast amount of spiritual qi was injected into 

it. it began a fierce battle with the divine sword. 

This was an earth-shattering collision, but no one had the time to appreciate it. They were all running 

away. 

Holy maiden Xia you was shocked. Lin Mo had used the Qilin steps, which she had seen before. It was 

very powerful. 

this made her understand that she could no longer crush him like before. 

the qilin steps were too terrifying. although the divine sword had destroyed the qilin symbol, it was also 

shattered by the terrifying power. 

Tens of thousands of sword Qi scattered in all directions. Within a radius of dozens of miles, towering 

trees were cut in half, mountains were cut open, and mountains collapsed. 

lin mo charged forward with the daluo divine sword through his sword qi. 

runes bloomed all over xia you’s body as she unleashed all sorts of techniques and martial arts. a pair of 

true phoenix wings spread open, and flames swept through the sky. 

However, no matter how many changes she made, Lin Mo was able to break through them all. 

The Daluo divine sword showed its power, and the God devouring body absorbed the spiritual Qi from 

all directions, giving him enough energy to fight against ten opponents. 

This was the most difficult battle he had ever encountered, but it was also the battle he desired the 

most. 

the shockwaves of the battle pierced through the space. the two of them held their swords and fought, 

shaking the surroundings. 

“True hou claw.” 

Holy maiden Xia you used the true Phoenix claw, and her true Phoenix spell technique was unleashed to 

its extreme. It was as if her entire body had transformed into a true Phoenix. 



In response, Lin Mo used the Vermilion Bird spell technique to resist. The cloud piercer burst forth with 

a sea of Vermilion Bird divine flames. 

“Scatter!” break! Holy maiden Xia you shouted as she used her true Phoenix claws to tear apart the sea 

of fire. She activated all the spiritual Qi in her body. 

” boom! ” the true nirvana claws burst forth again, even stronger than before. she had also transformed 

into the true nirvana form and pounced at lin mo. 

This was the true Nirvana claw’s cultivation and comprehension to the extreme. 

however, the fact that xia you could do this with her nirvana stage strength was enough for her to be 

proud of. 

“BOOM!” 

Lin Mo did not show any weakness. The divine flames of the Vermilion Bird enveloped him, and he 

himself seemed to have transformed into a Vermilion Bird. 

the two spell techniques were unleashed to their limits and exploded forth. 

Soon, his body was bleeding and his chest was scratched by the true Nirvana claws, leaving three bloody 

wounds. 

the wound was so deep that his bones could be seen, and lin mo’s waist was almost broken. 

However, Xia you wasn’t in a good state either. The true Phoenix Phantom behind her disappeared, and 

one of her arms was badly mutilated. 

There were even some bone fragments on it, and one of her arms had almost been shattered by Lin Mo. 

everyone turned pale with fright. the battle between the two was a draw again, and they both retreated 

with heavy injuries. 

In fact, when the two of them were fighting in secret, there were many strong people in the ninth 

heaven who wanted to intervene. 

however, when they thought about it, they realized that they could not interfere. 

The two of them could even kill a level nine expert with one punch. 

Chapter 519: Splitting Open the Sky 

 

“pfft …” 

xia you coughed up blood and staggered back again. the pain in her arm made her unable to remain 

calm. 

“It’s indeed troublesome after the God devouring body breaks through …” 

She furrowed her brows tightly. The situation that she was originally in had now become like this. 



“forget it …” 

with a soft sigh, xia you took out a spirit pill and swallowed it. 

“if i continue to fight with you with my true strength, i’m afraid that in the end, both of us will be 

injured.” 

She had already lost her patience. No matter what, she had to take down Lin Mo today. 

“heavenly immortal art, split open the heavens!” 

die! she shouted as her bright eyes flickered with a faint green light. 

Then, her entire temperament changed, giving people a feeling of wanting to worship her. 

“what is this?” The people were shocked once again. In just one day, they had seen many shocking 

scenes. 

the saintess xia you stepped on the green lotus. she had put away her sword and her armor. 

In its place were wisps of milky white gas. 

lin mo’s pupils contracted. he was very clear about this feeling. 

this was the qi of myriad existences, the purest and most powerful force in the world. 

legend had it that this was the origin of all living things, and it could give birth to everything. anyone 

who obtained it, even if it was just a trace, would be able to use it for life. 

but now, her entire body was wrapped in the myriad qi. it was hard to imagine what kind of opportunity 

this was. 

“BOOM!” 

all of a sudden, the heavens and earth changed. a bolt of lightning struck down from the sky, striking lin 

mo. 

this bolt of heavenly lightning was extremely terrifying, and it was enough to kill a level nine expert. 

Lin Mo raised his sword to block it. He looked up at the sky and found a crack. It was not a simple spatial 

crack. 

Instead, it was this world. A crack had appeared in the barrier that protected the world. 

It was neither big nor small, just enough to accommodate some lightning passing through. The heavenly 

lightning fell, but it seemed to have a purpose. 

they focused on attacking lin mo, not giving him any time to catch his breath. 

“What happened?” 

lin mo didn’t dare to be careless when the lightning struck. on the other side, xia you emerged from the 

myriad qi. 



a wispy immortal qi emanated from her body. as she casually raised her hand, the heavenly lightning in 

the sky seemed to be summoned by her and jumped on her fingertips. 

Lin Mo was careless and almost failed to Dodge the lightning. 

However, even though he dodged most of it, he was still grazed by some of the lightning. A bloody mark 

appeared on his arm, and his arm was almost cut off. 

“Heavenly lightning, strangle!” 

you’re dead, ” Holy maiden Xia you said softly. She raised her hand, and lightning struck down on Lin 

Mo. 

the most brutal battle had begun. however, this was only relative to lin mo’s situation. his situation was 

not optimistic. 

The kun Peng flapped its wings and left a trail of afterimages in the air. 

He kept trying to find an opportunity to get closer to Xia you, trying to interrupt her, but he was blocked 

by the heavenly lightning. 

this scene left everyone dumbfounded. 

no one had expected the battle to reach this stage. what was this move that holy maiden xia you was 

using? 

what was even more terrifying was that lin mo had not been defeated even after she had summoned 

the heavenly lightning. 

Although he was in a sorry state, he was still looking for an opportunity to counterattack. 

from the beginning to the end, the god devouring body’s domain was released, but it was no longer able 

to devour xia you’s power. 

The Qi of myriad existences protected it well. As for the heavenly Tribulation, its power was too violent. 

Even if he could devour it, Lin Mo would still have to withstand a certain amount of attacks. 

“boom!” 

Lin Mo had destroyed many magic tools during the battle. He had left them behind on purpose, but they 

would all be destroyed by the heavenly lightning. 

it was a tough battle that lasted for four hours. while he was fighting against the heavenly tribulation, he 

was also fighting with xia you. 

in the end, he was severely injured and almost died at the hands of the other party. 

at this moment, xia you’s forehead was also covered in sweat. 

It was a burden for her to control the heavenly Tribulation all the time. Although she was nourished by 

the myriad Qi, she couldn’t keep it up. 

In the distance, Lin Mo consumed the last healing spirit pill he had. 



he was in a bad situation and could lose his life at any moment. 

however, saintess xia you’s attacks had also slowed down, and the heavenly lightning didn’t fall for a 

long time. most of the time, it was just a deterrent. 

“when your strength is exhausted, xia you, you are out of skills.” 

Lin Mo sneered. The God devouring body devoured spirit Qi, so he was still in peak condition. He was 

just injured and did not have any healing spirit pills. 

Everyone was shocked. Xia you had used such a terrifying killing move, but she was still unable to kill Lin 

Mo … 

” aren’t you the same? the god devouring body keeps you at your peak, but your spirit, qi, and soul are 

all exhausted. ” Holy maiden Xia you said as she wiped the sweat off her forehead. 

“What are you going to do next? do you want to continue fighting or go back to the auction?” 

Lin Mo chuckled. It was already the second day, and the auction was about to begin. 

the cultivation technique was not with him, so there was no benefit in continuing to waste time here. 

“Can I really get it?” holy maiden xia you looked at lin mo. 

lin mo did not say anything as he gripped the daluo divine sword tightly. 

“BOOM!” 

All of a sudden, heavenly lightning struck, and everyone’s hair stood on end. 

this was because the attack was not only aimed at lin mo, but also at them. they were all under attack. 

“saintess, it’s not our fault.” 

Some people begged for mercy because the heavenly lightning was too terrifying. It was even more 

terrifying than when they were going through the heavenly Tribulation. 

A destructive aura spread out. This time, the heavenly lightning launched an indiscriminate attack. 

“It wasn’t me. What’s going on?” holy maiden xia you was also shocked. 

When he looked up, he realized that the crack in the sky had become bigger and was still expanding. 

“You’ve gotten yourself into a big mess …” 

Lin Mo frowned. The thing that he was most worried about had come. The true calamity of the eastern 

continent had come … 

“impossible. the heavenly immortal chant can communicate with the rules of heaven and earth and use 

the qi of myriad existences to temporarily open the crack, but it won’t expand,” 

Saintess Xia you shook her head. At this moment, she had also experienced Lin Mo’s pain. He had been 

injured by the heavenly lightning. 



Moreover, because she had the myriad Qi in her body, it seemed that the heavenly Thunder had given 

her special attention. 

“Guys, look at the sky …” 

Someone trembled and pointed at the sky, unable to complete his sentence. 

In the sky, the crack had already expanded to a hundred miles. Heavenly lightning was pouring out. This 

place had suffered a destructive blow. 

“there’s someone there!” 

Another person cried out in surprise. They saw many figures in the sky. They were all wearing black 

robes and flying up. 

“what a strong smell of blood. this is a heretic practitioner, a member of the hidden ghost sect.” 

the crowd immediately guessed the identity of the other party, but at the same time, they were also 

shocked as to why the hidden ghost sect had appeared here. 

moreover, the heavenly lightning’s attack was extremely yang and strong, and it was fatal to them. 

Even the hidden ghost sect’s sect master did not dare to face the heavenly lightning … 

” hahaha, thank you for your help, holy maiden. if it wasn’t for you opening the sky, i really don’t know 

what to do … ” 

under the heavenly lightning, a pitch-black figure appeared. it was a man with a feminine appearance. 

he was very young, but his face was pale. 

He had a crazy smile on his face as he looked at the lightning in the sky. 

“let the heavenly lightning strike more violently. everyone, sacrifice the array …” 

Chapter 520: The Ghost King 

 

the ghost king 

As soon as he finished speaking, everyone felt a shock in their hearts. 

Lin Mo and Holy maiden Xia you also stopped fighting and looked at the members of the hidden ghost 

sect. 

they took out array flags and inserted them into the void. the next moment, they actually self-

detonated. 

miserable shrieks filled the air. in less than a minute, the group of experts from the hidden ghost sect 

had all died, leaving only their souls floating in the air. 

“This group … He’s crazy.” 

lin mo muttered, feeling that something was wrong. 



xia you’s opening of the sky had made him think of many things, and now that the hidden ghost sect had 

appeared, it made him very uneasy. 

“Boom boom boom!” 

Thunder boomed, and a terrifying bolt of lightning fell, striking Lin Mo and Xia you. 

“Bang!” 

lin mo coughed up a mouthful of blood because the speed was too fast. there was no way to block it. 

this was not the power of the nirvana stage. it was too powerful and he could not fight against it. 

haha, this old man has been dormant for many years. Finally, I can dissolve the devil fetus and complete 

my transformation … 

The hidden ghost sect’s sect master laughed loudly. He had also been struck by the heavenly lightning, 

but he was strong enough to withstand it. 

although his body was injured, the demonic qi in his body was changing. 

this was because the heavenly tribulation contained a righteous energy that could refine evil energy. it 

was the nemesis of all evil. 

He didn’t know what method the sect master of the hidden ghost sect had used to transform the 

demonic Qi in his body. Now, he had already become a normal cultivator … 

“This feeling … The old me can finally advance a step further …” 

He laughed madly, and the heavenly lightning poured down, but it could no longer do anything to him. 

“it’s him, the ghost king …” 

saint xia you clutched her charred left arm and exclaimed in shock. she had recognized this person. 

“The ghost king?” Lin Mo was puzzled. Which era was this person from? 

” the ghost king was a top genius eight thousand years ago. when he was born, his name shook the 

eastern continent. ” 

however, he has evil intentions. In order to quickly advance his cultivation, he became an evil cultivator 

and specifically hunted some experts to devour their souls and bloodlines. 

he was an evil cultivator through and through. in the early stages of cultivation, he could not kill a large 

number of cultivators, so he pointed his butcher’s knife at mortals. 

this aroused public anger, and the whole world wanted to annihilate him. 

however, in the end, he still managed to survive with great difficulty and was not killed. 

as she said this, xia you finally realized that the hidden ghost sect was also born during that era. 

At first, it was just an assassin organization. Although it was disgusting, it was not considered an evil 

cultivator. 



these people who sacrificed themselves to the formation might be the souls that he had killed and 

devoured with his evil techniques all these years. 

” he lived in a strange way, but he controlled it. ” 

“you guessed it right, but you’ve underestimated me …” The ghost king flew down while Holy maiden 

Xia you was still explaining. 

“To be precise, I’m the only one in the entire hidden ghost sect …” 

as soon as he said that, everyone at the scene was shocked. 

This is too inconceivable, the entire hidden ghost sect is controlled by this guy? 

“pfft …” 

some people suddenly appeared in the crowd. they raised their butcher’s knives and swung them at the 

people around them. 

“Old Li, what are you doing?” 

Some people were shocked, not understanding why their old friends would swing their butcher’s knife 

at them. 

“the weak have no right to share the joy of success with me.” 

the ghost king smiled and slowly descended. he ignored the lightning and arrived in front of lin mo and 

xia you. 

“As for the two of you, it’s a pity that you can’t control it by devouring souls …” 

he shook his head helplessly. it wasn’t easy for him to convert the evil cultivation technique in his body. 

before he broke through to immortal-foundation, he didn’t want to devour any more souls. 

As for killing him, that would be even more impossible. The people from the two forces would definitely 

come after him … 

” forget it. when this king breaks through to the immortal-foundation realm, the entire eastern 

continent will be mine … ” 

After saying that, he left the two of them behind and tore open a space to leave. 

As for the great formation in the sky, most of its formation flags had been destroyed by the heavenly 

lightning, so he was not interested in collecting them. 

“So, do you still plan to fight?” Lin Mo looked at Holy maiden Xia you. 

the two of them looked a little miserable. their bodies were charred black by the heavenly lightning, and 

their skin was damaged in many places. 

Furthermore, perhaps it was the ghost king’s intention, the many elders of the divine Secrets Holy Land 

were all gone … 



They had all been killed, and now that Xia you was all alone and helpless, it was impossible to keep Lin 

Mo. 

“we will meet again …” 

Saintess Xia you was not in the mood to stay any longer. The ghost king had taken advantage of the 

opening of the sky, and the situation was a little complicated now. 

the crack in the sky was slowly expanding, and it could no longer stop. 

She had some understanding of the catastrophe in the eastern continent, so she had to go back as soon 

as possible to prepare. 

as for lin mo, he did not care about the people who were being slaughtered. the strong preyed on the 

weak, and he was not a saint. 

moreover, these people’s initial goal was to kill him … 

“what exactly is the so-called calamity of the eastern peninsula?” 

Even now, Lin Mo could not figure out who had set up that barrier. 

what kind of expert could have such terrifying means? 

As for the hidden ghost sect’s sect master, GUI Wang’s methods, he could see some clues. 

among the formation flags in the sky, he accidentally saw the green sky treasure wheel formation, which 

he had sold to the ghost king. 

This also explained why the ghost king had suddenly appeared in the sacred fire space of the Saint 

burning valley, and his goal was only a broken array … 

“Cough. cough …” 

he coughed out another mouthful of blood. lin mo was suffering from the lightning tribulation, and his 

injuries were getting worse. 

That was heavenly lightning, lightning that could destroy mountains and rivers. No matter how fast he 

was, he couldn’t block such a dense lightning. 

“Oh,” 

A sea of fire suddenly appeared in front of them. Someone had attacked Lin Mo outside the heavenly 

lightning bolts, trying to kill him. 

there were also some traces of battle outside. it was obvious that xia you had been attacked when she 

left. 

“get lost.” 

Lin Mo bellowed. He extended his soul power and instantly locked onto his opponent’s position. The 

moment his opponent attacked, his figure disappeared. 



he spread his kun peng wings and moved as fast as lightning. flames mixed with lightning streaked 

across the sky as he activated his spiritual energy to attack the man. 

this place instantly exploded, and flames filled the sky, emitting a dazzling light that enveloped the 

entire area. 

“chi!” 

A hook chain pierced through the air and flashed with silver light. It pierced through the flames and 

headed straight for Lin Mo’s back. 

Someone else made a move. Some of them went after Xia you, while others chose to stay. Their target 

was Lin Mo. 

The attacker was powerful and was also at the 8th sky of Nirvana realm. Lin Mo had just launched his 

attack, so he acted at the right time and was extremely ruthless. 

lin mo’s body glowed, and a black hole spread out. he activated the god devouring technique and 

released the god devouring body domain. 

With a clang, the hook lock hit Lin Mo’s body. However, with the protection of spiritual energy, Lin Mo’s 

physical body was indestructible. 

“swish!” 

A mysterious expert appeared in front of him. He held a battle spear in his hand and charged at Lin Mo. 

This was a Nirvana stage expert who chose this moment to attack because it was the best time. 

not only him, there were many others who were all strong. the weakest was at the seventh sky of 

nirvana realm. 

It was a rare opportunity, and Lin Mo had many treasures on him. Just the four incomplete immemorial 

divine beast spell techniques were enough to tempt him. 

 


